
FUNDATIONS 1   UNIT 5 Glued Sounds –am, -an   

 

TRICK WORDS 

Review 

the a and is his of 

as has to into we he 

she be me for or you 

your  I they was one said 

 

Current 

Week 1 

from have do does 

 

REVIEW WORDS 

mop rib sob job rash map 

rock cop such dot lid mud 

Ted fix lap web not lick 

much ten chip tub bed moth 

at hip lock peg shot had 

rich bug pen bat hit pet 

lash bus bun pick path bib 

red jab kid nod but cup 

mix pot Ben kick pat thick 

tab Jim tin fun rat big 

tip vet Rick dash whip mad 

den gum math neck dip mug 

cub fit shut rush wish quit 

back pup fog shop dish hut 

pack sit let wig fish sip 

wax chin sock shed led mat 

fuss miss kiss cuff shell puff 

toss tell hill fell chill Russ 

Bess well mess pill mass bell 

call ball tall wall fall hall 

 

 

 



CURRENT UNIT WORDS  

Week 1 

ham Sam can than pan man 

fan Jan am jam Dan tan 

Pam ran bam ram Nan van 

 

SENTENCES 

Week 1 

Jill can have a nap on the bed. 

Did Dan fall in the pig pen. 

The dog ran on the path. 

Does Bill have jam on his chin. 

Does Beth have a fan for the den? 

Jan will get her bath at six. 

The ram on the hill is big. 

Ben had a red and tan hat. 

Pam and Bob have fun at the shop. 

Does Sam have a bad rash on his leg? 

Did Jack or Dan get the sock? 

This is from Dan! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pam and Dan 

Pam and Dan sat on a hill in the sun. 

Then, Sam sat with them. 

Pam had a red and tan ball 

from the shop. 

“Can you toss it to me?” said Dan. 

“Pass it back to me.” said Sam. 

Sam, Pam, and Dan 

had fun with the ball. 
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